
Looking for a new synthetic surface at your tennis 
club…but not sure which one to choose?

Bradleys Surfacing Systems has searched 
the market for the best products so you 
don’t have to.

At Bradleys we understand that for club 
chairmans and committees, sourcing the 
right tennis surface can be a real challenge 
and lengthy process. With so many 
products on the market with different 
applications, it’s often diffi cult to know 
which surface to choose. 

As part of the service provided by 
Bradleys, we’ve searched the market for 
the best products in terms of quality and 
assurance and compiled a brief review 
overleaf in order to assist you in the 
decision making process.

For further information or a quotation, please contact Tom Bradley

07810 222499 / 0121 794 3213  info@surfacingsystems.co.uk



Matchclay closely replicates a natural clay court surface 
with it’s slow pace, high bounce and spin responsiveness 
mimicking the feeling of playing on a natural clay court, 
but without the high maintenance requirements. It has an 
inbuilt cushion layer to reduce fatigue.

Manufacturer Playrite, UK

ITF rating  ITF category 1 slow

Guarantee 5 years

SYNTHETIC CLAY

Matchclay

SYNTHETIC CLAY

Clay Court Pro

This texturised surface is designed to replicate a clay court, 
both in appearance and in paying characteristics. There’s 
been a lot of interest in synthetic clay court over the last 
few years, with popularity increasing.

Manufacturer TigerTurf, UK

ITF rating  ITF category 2 medium-slow

Guarantee 12,500 hours of play

SYNTHETIC TURF

Tennis Ace

New for 2015, Tennis Ace is a 20mm pile height, 
monofilament synthetic turf surface. Guaranteed for 
12,500 playing hours, this is hard wearing product, 
suitable for all ages and abilities.

Manufacturer TigerTurf, UK

ITF rating  ITF category 4 medium-fast

Guarantee 12,500 hours of play

SYNTHETIC SURFACE

Matchplay 2

Good grip, durability and available in a wide range of 
colours – Matchplay 2 makes a great choice for any 
club. It’s low maintenance and has excellent drainage 
performance.

Manufacturer Playrite, UK

ITF rating  ITF category 3 medium

Guarantee 5 years


